
The Big Picture:
What we are Doing and Why

Integrating Monitoring Information into Park Operations
Maximizing the Use and Relevance of the Monitoring Results



Conserve the resources “unimpaired for 
the enjoyment of future generations”

– 1916 NPS Organic Act

“The Service will also strive to ensure that 
park resources and values are passed on 
to future generations in a condition that is 
as good as, or better than, the conditions 
that exist today.” – NPS Management Policies

Condition-based Management



• We need to know the status & trend in condition for key 
resources and values in each park.

• Use the information about resource condition for management 
decision-making, planning, interpretation, and other management 
activities.

• Tell the American public, visitors, Congress about the State of 
the Park and how we’re doing relative to the overarching 
management goal to maintain or improve resource condition.

Congress gave us funding to determine status & trend for selected natural 
resources, with very specific “marching orders” about what the funding is for.

The Service will also strive to ensure that park resources and values are passed on to future 
generations in a condition that is as good as, or better than, the conditions that exist today.”



• The 7 parks will “work collaboratively to 
design and implement a Network Monitoring 
Program” … that will provide “timely and 
relevant, scientifically credible information to 
Park managers and the public.”

• “Through these efforts we will be better able 
to understand, and explain to others, the 
status and trends in key components and 
indicators of Park ecosystems, and how they 
have and will respond over time to natural 
and human induced changes both from within 
and outside of Park boundaries.”

• “This comprehensive, integrated long-term 
ecological monitoring program provides for 
better protection, restoration and 
maintenance of the natural ecosystems under 
NPS management.”

Vision Statement of the Board of Directors, 
North Coast and Cascades Network

(Written in 2001 by Jon Jarvis et al.)



“The Secretary shall undertake a program of inventory 
and monitoring of National Park System resources to 
establish baseline information and to provide information 
on the long-term trends in the condition of National Park 
System resources.”

National Parks Omnibus 
Management Act of 1998:



“A sophisticated knowledge of 
resources and their condition 
is essential. The Service must 
gain this knowledge through 
extensive collaboration with 
other agencies and academia, 
and its findings must be 
communicated to the public.  
For it is the broader public that 
will decide the fate of these 
resources.”

Source: Rethinking the National Parks for the 21st Century.  A 
Report of the National Park System Advisory Board, July 2001



The I&M Program
Park Management Informed by Scientific Information

Routinely collect, manage, analyze, and report data on the 
condition or “health” of a modest set of natural resources.

Provide some local scientific expertise to 270+ I&M parks 
through the use of shared positions.

Promote integration and cost-sharing across programs and 
disciplines through a flexible but coordinated approach.

Make data and information more available and useful by 
promoting good data management/analysis/reporting practices.

Strategic, long-term program designed to:

Primary Audience:
Park Managers and Planners at the local, park level



I&M Network Concept – It’s Working!
The 32 park networks are large enough for  
efficiencies through sharing staff & funding

Networks are small and local enough to 
respond to park-level issues and data needs 
and allow for local cost-leveraging opportunities

http://science.nature.nps.gov/im



• Inventory and monitoring data from “boots on the ground” data 
collection, analysis, and routine reporting

• Compilation, analysis, translation, and delivery of data collected by 
other programs and agencies (e.g., climate data, air quality, 
NPScape).

• Expertise: >350 scientific and technical staff, e.g., ecologists, 
botanists, physical scientists, data managers, science 
communication specialists.

• Connection/communication between land managers and 
scientists through network Board of Directors and 
Technical Advisory Committee.

Inventory and Monitoring Program
Natural Resource Stewardship and Science

What the 32 I&M Networks provide:



Are you confident that your I&M network will deliver relevant, 
useful data and information that will help us to understand and 

manage park natural resources?
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n = 559 
Anonymous survey of park managers, 
park and network staff, collaborators 
taken prior to 24 review meetings; 

Exit survey = 99% happy customers



Using shared staff and funding to 
facilitate core inventories and do 
long-term monitoring of a modest set 
of vital signs:

1. Determine status and trends in the
condition of a few key natural 
resources for each park, and

2. Effectively deliver information to 
park managers, planners, 
interpreters, scientists, and other 
key audiences.

Core Duties of I&M Network Staff:

I&M is NOT a Stand-Alone Program
(parks wouldn’t get as much if it were)



A Logical Sequence as we integrate Scientific Data & 
Expertise into Park Planning and Operations:

12 Basic Natural Resource Inventories
Establish Monitoring Networks; Build in-house Scientific Expertise

Natural Resource Condition Assessments
Resource Stewardship Strategy 

State of the Park Report



Ecosystems…  just the sound of it, 
gives me the willies.

“Who is going to make sure that the protocols used and analyses completed 
are scientifically sound, and that the monitoring is practical for on the ground 

use and interpretation?”



NPS – USFWS Collaboration on I&M

“The Inventory and Monitoring program of the NWRS will 
look remarkably similar to the Inventory and Monitoring 

Program of the NPS” – Mark Chase, FWS

The FWS has co-located the national staff of their new National Wildlife 
Refuge System I&M Program with NPS national staff in Fort Collins, 

Colorado

NPS & FWS will be working closely together on inventories, monitoring, 
data synthesis and modeling, and integrated data system development









Yellowstone NP – Condition Summary Table
(source: Superintendent’s 2008 Report on NR Vital Signs)



http://www.greateryellowstonescience.org



http://www.napawash.org/NRSS/FINAL%20NPS%20NRSS%20Report%207-08-2010.pdf



• Focused significantly on the I&M Program “because it is by far the 
Directorate’s largest program in dollar terms.”

• “NRSS is a highly regarded organization recognized across NPS as 
providing significant value as a source of independent, credible 
scientific expertise and technical information”.

• Some of the top ideas identified in NAPA's "online forum":
– Expand the I&M inventory phase;
– Build on and strengthen I&M networks;
– Increase I&M’s role in climate change;
– Maintain and improve comprehensive planning and monitoring 

efforts in the parks.
• Develop a framework with a small set of indicators to increase the 

public’s knowledge about the condition of natural resources in their 
national parks.

NAPA Review of NR Directorate:



“Bring a "State of the Park" reporting function back to 
NPS, learn from the Parks Canada model to step up and 
synthesize our monitoring efforts, and determine how to 
best meld those efforts with management plans”.

“Develop a framework with a small set of indicators to 
increase the public’s knowledge about the condition of 
natural resources in their national parks”.

National Leadership Council consensus, February 2010:

Recommendation from NAPA Review of NRSS, 2010:

Inventory and Monitoring Program
Natural Resource Stewardship and Science



• Primarily a communication tool for each park to tell park visitors, the 
general public, park staff, Congress, others “how the park is doing” 
relative to the overarching management goal to maintain or improve 
condition of park resources & values.

• Provides a snapshot of the status & trend in the condition of selected 
park resources and values.

• Highlight park accomplishments to maintain or improve the state of the 
park since the last report.

• Sections summarizing: Natural Resources, Cultural Resources, Visitor 
Experience, Park Infrastructure

State of the Park Report

Inventory and Monitoring Program
Natural Resource Stewardship and Science



State of the Park Report
Cabrillo National Monument

San Diego, California

Inventory and Monitoring Program
Natural Resource Stewardship and Science







Using shared staff and funding to 
facilitate core inventories and do 
long-term monitoring of a modest set 
of vital signs:

1. Determine status and trends in the
condition of a few key natural 
resources for each park, and

2. Effectively deliver information to 
park managers, planners, 
interpreters, scientists, and other 
key audiences.

Core Duties of I&M Network Staff:

I&M is NOT a Stand-Alone Program
(parks wouldn’t get as much if it were)



Policy makers, 
Non-Scientists

Scientists, 
Field-level 
Practitioners

Science Environment

Public Environment

Effective 
communication

Sound 
Science

Partnerships with 
others to help 
communicate 

scientific findings 
to the public and 

for policy and 
decision-making

Resource Briefs
Condition Summary Tables

State of the Park Report

I&M Network Staff need to develop and deliver products to parks at all levels 
of the pyramid; set aside adequate time and funding to make sure we provide 

park managers and planners with information, not just data.

Models,
Synthesis Reports,

Assessment Reports,
Integrated GIS Analyses

Databases, GIS Products, Spreadsheets
Metadata, Catalogs, NPS Data Store

Data Summaries, 
Technical Reports, Maps, 

Trend Analyses, 
Processed Data







DOI Climate Change Task Force

Data System Design Team

Chaco Culture Natl. Historical Park

“Addressing climate change impacts will require a monumental effort by DOI”

“The data piece is probably the most important component of all of this”

David Hayes, Deputy Secretary of the Interior



• DOI asking us to build system for entire Department of Interior
• NPS internal and public versions now available
• Additional functionality and data added every few months
• Two Legacy I&M systems now retired; legacy NPSpecies retires this month
• More than 600,000 records available in system

Internal version: http://nrinfo



Public Version: http://nrinfo.nps.gov

• Public (internet) version now available
• Non-sensitive data that was previously available through NPS Data Store 

plus NPScape files for each park available for partners
• Additional files undergoing review for sensitivity and quality before release
• Species information to be publically available by Summer 2011



http://nrinfo
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But there isope . . .

• NRInfo is based on web services and common data 
exchange standards.

• The approach is based on widely-used industry standards.

• The approach is the OMB and DOI standard promoted for 
all federal agencies. 

• Technology and standards allow us to integrate and share 
data among data systems.
– Within NRSS and CRSS
– Within NPS
– With external partners and data sources
– Data and documents application being set up for USFWS national 

wildlife refuge system.

NRInfo Technology and Standards



Data Sharing and Integration – You don’t need to use 
the web portal (this is the real power of our approach)

REST-style Searches (representational state transfer)
Example:  link to fetch data and documents on elk in ROMO:

http://services.nrinfo.nps.gov/reference/reference/list/romo/elk

bibe/vegetation
sodn/water
arcn/permafrost
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Any	NPS	Web	page	can	be	
automatically	updated	using	
REST

Elk	research

Search	code	can	be	embedded	in	
web	pages;	search	is	dynamically	
executed	each	time

Embedding	REST	calls



“The 32 I&M networks are designing a system for 
scientific data collection, analysis, and reporting that is 

unprecedented in the history of the National Park Service”

Purpose of this Review


